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ABSTRACT
This qualitative study examines the privacy challenges perceived by librarians who afford access to physical and electronic spaces and are in a unique position of safeguarding the privacy of their patrons. As internet "service providers," librarians represent a bridge between the physical and internet world, and thus offer a unique sight line to the convergence of privacy, identity, and social disadvantage. Drawing on interviews with 16 librarians, we describe how they often interpret or define their own rules when it comes to privacy to protect patrons who face challenges that stem from structures of inequality outside their walls. We adopt the term "intersectional thinking" to describe how librarians reported thinking about privacy solutions, which is focused on identity and threats of structural discrimination (the rules, norms, and other determinants of discrimination embedded in institutions and other societal structures that present barriers to certain groups or individuals), and we examine the role that low/no-tech strategies play in ameliorating these threats. We then discuss how librarians act as "privacy intermediaries" for patrons, the potential analogue for this role for developers of systems, the power of low/no-tech strategies, and implications for design and research of privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Libraries in the US have long been staunch defenders of privacy and strategies of anonymity. They traditionally adhere to the principles of privacy and intellectual freedom articulated by the American Library Association (ALA), which supports the use of anonymity as a tenet and tool of intellectual freedom as stated in the Library Bill of Rights, adopted in 1939. But gone are the days when destroying a tenet and tool of intellectual freedom as stated in the Library Bill of Rights, adopted in 1939. But gone are the days when destroying a
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whether it be video cameras limiting “anonymous” access to books or vendor databases requiring login for access. Most recently, libraries are being threatened with further limitations on what they can loan which disproportionately affects marginalized users, who depend on digital loans for (surveillance-free) access [49]. Yet as custodians of technology services, librarians have the potential to afford (some) privileges of anonymity. Librarians in a position to provide internet might consider offering anonymous browsing tools and access. Library Freedom Project, which advocates for and educates librarians on privacy and security and surveillance threats, has introduced Tor relay hosting in public libraries [4, 60].

The challenge librarians face in safeguarding anonymity and privacy is important, given the critical role of libraries in serving the interests of students and educational institutions, as well as the most vulnerable and marginalized public communities. Library literature expresses staunch concern for librarians’ ability to protect patrons privacy, for example, on social media (e.g., [59]) and from behavioral data surveillance (e.g., [1] as well as from government institutions (e.g., [55, 56]). Is there something we can learn from the way they think about their role as “service providers” to these communities?

1.1 Research question
We set out in this research with the following research question: How do librarians think about their patrons’ privacy and what strategies and technologies do they use to help protect their patrons’ privacy?

1.2 "Intersectional Thinking"
While this study was designed to investigate technology practices around privacy and anonymity, we find that many privacy solutions do not leverage technologies at all. Many of the challenges librarians must mediate have to do with managing information privacy in the physical space, including physical and electronic records, as well as computer access, support, and training, and often those challenges have to do with protecting their most vulnerable patrons from structural and oppressive threats. Librarians’ efforts in this regard represent a kind of intersectional thinking: taking into account not only patrons’ identities as users of the library system, but as individuals with a host of identity characteristics that represent potential vulnerabilities; and not only the system of the library itself, but the multiple potentially oppressive systems that converge to allow for information access in that space. The requirement to think holistically about patrons information environment and risks in relation to their identity often leads to low/no-tech strategies.

1We define “marginalized” individuals as those who are prevented from obtaining full membership and participation in society, often because of their race, ethnicity, gender, religion, sexual orientation, and/or sexual identity [76].
We use the term vulnerable identities to refer to those with one or more facets that put them at increased risk for privacy-related harm. These facets might include minority status, low socio-economic status [18, 78], sexual identity or gender [13, 32, 42, 53, 75, 82], a history of houselessness [58, 86] or domestic abuse [36, 64], undocumented immigration status [44], a criminal record [92] or stigmatized illnesses like HIV [91] as well as the very young [6, 95] and very old [50] and those who are disabled and depend on assistive technologies [46, 93]. In addition to privacy vulnerabilities, we find that librarians also consider the discriminations of low-income, black and brown, immigrant, houseless, and LGBTQ communities by police [5, 31, 817], the government [30], and online [48, 73, 86]. Vulnerable populations often depend on government services and public libraries, and by virtue of using these public resources, are more susceptible to privacy threats [30]. Merely attempting to access social benefits or pay taxes on insecure networks can leave people susceptible to scams and identity threats. The implications of failing to achieve privacy in these realms can result in pervasive, sometimes devastating, vulnerabilities. Through the lens of “class vulnerability,” Madden et al. examine how big data, including those gathered through social media, leave these individuals vulnerable to job and education discrimination and predictive policing [61]. For some low-income individuals, experiences with scams and cyber security threats are not only financially and psychologically damaging, they can lead to deep distrust of technology and of others [89]. Vitak et al. discovered that for low-income individuals, whose vulnerability can lead to a lack of trust in technology and institutions, librarians represent a vivid exception—a trusted resource on whom the underprivileged may rely heavily for assistance with technology [89]. Many vulnerable individuals have even more reason to be dependent on libraries since stigmatized or marginalized identities often intersect with low socio-economic status [18], leaving them more dependent on free internet access and public resources. As a result, these individuals must often submit personal and sensitive identity information when applying for jobs, seeking social services, or filing their taxes through public computers. Some are already uniquely vulnerable to privacy threats; the requirement that they access the internet through public resources increases those vulnerabilities.

1.3 Contribution

We make several contributions with this work.

(1) We describe how librarians we interviewed perceive vulnerable library patrons’ identities and the structural threats faced by those patrons, and how these perceptions shape informal, low/no-tech strategies and policies related to the use of privacy infrastructures and data collection.

(2) We show how librarians’ concern for the privacy of vulnerable users and the structural disadvantages they face constitutes a kind of intersectional thinking. That thinking leads librarians to protect vulnerable patrons’ information in ways attuned to the structural inequalities that exist outside their institutional walls. The primary insight we derive from intersectionality is an appreciation for the ways in which identity-based oppressions potentiate one another, and how these challenges are critically understood in relationship to constructs of power (capitalism, classism, racism, sexism, ableism, etc.) [23].

(3) In light of that, we consider how this intersectional thinking approach offers a starting point for the PETs community to consider how low/no-tech solutions to privacy protection play out on the ground, where technological designs may fall short, and the role of service providers as “privacy intermediaries.”

Ultimately, this paper provides a case study of what intersectional thinking looks like in action and, importantly, the ways that librarians, as privacy intermediaries, use low/no-tech strategies to complement privacy-enhancing technologies and provide the kind of customized privacy protections that they believe are necessary for their patrons to be safe. We further find that “anonymous” access, as understood by librarians, is viewed as a “privilege” of information seekers who are vulnerable as a consequence of their goals and interests (such as whistleblowers, journalists, and activists) rather than those who are vulnerable due to features of their identities (e.g., race, income, sexual identity). This research provides insight for the design of sociotechnical privacy mechanisms, and in promoting privacy scholarship that engages with intersectionality—not only as an abstraction, but also as a form of action, of thinking. This thinking, we argue, can provide new approaches to designing inclusive PETs that reflect the needs and experiences of vulnerable populations. We argue that PETs researchers should explore how service providers like librarians cope with privacy threats, use intersectional thinking, and support blended technological and non-technological approaches to privacy protections within institutions.

2 RELATED LITERATURE

2.1 Vulnerable Identities, Privacy, and Libraries

We use the term vulnerable identities to refer to those with one or more facets that put them at increased risk for privacy-related harm. These facets might include minority status, low socio-economic status [62, 78], sexual identity or gender [13, 32, 42, 53, 75, 82], a history of houselessness [58, 86] or domestic abuse [36, 64], undocumented immigration status [44], a criminal record [92] or stigmatized illnesses like HIV [91] as well as the very young [6, 95] and very old [50] and those who are disabled and depend on assistive technologies [46, 93]. In addition to privacy vulnerabilities, we find that librarians also consider the discriminations of low-income, black and brown, immigrant, houseless, and LGBTQ communities by police [5, 31, 817], the government [30], and online [48, 73, 86]. Vulnerable populations often depend on government services and public libraries, and by virtue of using these public resources, are more susceptible to privacy threats [30]. Merely attempting to access social benefits or pay taxes on insecure networks can leave people susceptible to scams and identity threats. The implications of failing to achieve privacy in these realms can result in pervasive, sometimes devastating, vulnerabilities. Through the lens of “class vulnerability,” Madden et al. examine how big data, including those gathered through social media, leave these individuals vulnerable to job and education discrimination and predictive policing [61]. For some low-income individuals, experiences with scams and cyber security threats are not only financially and psychologically damaging, they can lead to deep distrust of technology and of others [89]. Vitak et al. discovered that for low-income individuals, whose vulnerability can lead to a lack of trust in technology and institutions, librarians represent a vivid exception—a trusted resource on whom the underprivileged may rely heavily for assistance with technology [89]. Many vulnerable individuals have even more reason to be dependent on libraries since stigmatized or marginalized identities often intersect with low socio-economic status [18], leaving them more dependent on free internet access and public resources. As a result, these individuals must often submit personal and sensitive identity information when applying for jobs, seeking social services, or filing their taxes through public computers. Some are already uniquely vulnerable to privacy threats; the requirement that they access the internet through public resources increases those vulnerabilities.

2.1.1 Vulnerable identities and PETs. Researchers of PETs across disciplines are increasingly considering the ways technologies must take into account the realities and agency of diverse users [65, 94]. Even still, efforts to embrace privacy by design often fail to consider critical alternatives or values, contexts, and structural inequalities [97]. The field of human-computer interaction (HCI), has had to reconcile with its history of focusing on where the construct of the “user” breaks down and the consequences for privacy design [9, 10]. PETs has similarly focused on the way in which the “user” fails to be aware of, or adopt privacy tools (e.g., [2, 88]). By this point, the “user” is arguably a construct resulting from the powerful privacy norms that are particularly exclusionary to the vulnerable [67] and that govern economic systems of surveillance capitalism [98]. Designing for privacy requires consideration of marginalized positions of data citizens and their entanglement in what Couldry and Mejias describe as data extractive systems [24]. Some researchers have pointed out, for instance, the persistence of outdated privacy constructs (e.g., “confidentiality”) and the fact that privacy technologies do not occur in a vacuum but rather are constitutive, meaning that identities and historical contexts matter [45]. In a critique of PETs,
Gürses argues that tools that support anonymity and confidentiality should not be abandoned, but reconsidered in light of a system of surveillance in which they currently offer little protection (a false sense of security) and individual burden [45]. Moreover, Gürses argue that fights for privacy must be waged at the database (or service provider) level [45]. Although Gürses wrote over a decade ago, these assertions hold up.

While clearly lack of protection against surveillance infrastructures has implications for policy and regulation and systems design, we also argue that this has implications for how we conceive of PETs—not just as technologies or tools in the traditional sense, but also as socially and politically motivated practice. We find that librarians rely on human-computer collaboration to deliver the kind of privacy their patrons require to keep them safe, and which are not (fully) available just by using the technology they have.

2.2 Privacy vs Anonymity: PETs and the Library

Privacy affords individuals freedom from involuntary disclosure by conferring on them the right to shield personal information in a variety of contexts. Early PETs scholarship classified privacy into four categories: “freedom from intrusion”, ‘negotiating the public/private divide’, ‘identity management’ and ‘surveillance’ [77]. The power to control identity management and surveillance (what this paper is most interested in) resides with the individual and with powerful norms—which in a panoptic society [34] rest on compliance, apathy, and powerless (or resignation [28]) and also may be much more impactful for those with less privilege. Consequently, privacy is typically described as both an individual mechanism for revealing and concealing aspects of the self and as a contextual norm of information flows (e.g., who has access to what information) [66].

Anonymity, when considered as a way of facilitating privacy, is typically something individuals seek, not simply to protect identity information but also to withhold it. Even this withholding can be selective—for instance, when someone conceals their IP address from a service provider but reveals their real name to a community of users. Anonymity requires both social and technical forethought in its execution, which means that someone should consider not just what information is revealed but also by whom it can be seen and used. While it allows one to achieve greater privacy, anonymity is, in fact, an instrument, not an absolute end. Most people don’t achieve, or intend to achieve, full anonymity. According to Gary Marx, full anonymity would require subverting seven dimensions of identity knowledge including: legal name, location, traceable pseudonyms, untraceable pseudonyms, behavior patterns, social categorizations, and personal characteristics [63]. Regardless of what level of concealment is necessary, PETs systems that provide anonymity (e.g., VPNs, Tor) and pseudonymity are sometimes challenging to use. Although speaking of PGP and other privacy software, Phillips argues that this is because they are “operationally complex,” socially opaque, require effort and bestow rewards that are abstract [77]. More recently, research suggests that non-experts struggle to use anonymous browsing tools like Tor in ways that don’t compromise anonymity [37].

Library scholars have, for some time now, noted the potentially diminishing role of libraries in this conversation about privacy protections and the need to acknowledge evolving privacy threats [51] and to advocate for their patrons [57, 59]. For example, there are growing concerns about the connection of mobile devices to library networks [71]. Providing anonymous access doesn’t come without risks (and, as noted, burdens that are insurmountable and possibly futile [45]) and libraries must weigh the benefits of providing patrons with surveillance-free access against the potential risks [39].

3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMING OF THIS RESEARCH: INTERSECTIONALITY

We frame our findings through the lens of intersectionality. Intersectional theory expands traditional feminist theories to account for simultaneous identities that together may magnify individuals’ susceptibility to systems of discrimination. Intersectional theory allows us to consider the “marginal” or “invisible” user whose context (e.g., roles, information, relationships) demands an alternate narrative, distinguished from the “typical” user or personas invoked in design processes [79].

We draw primarily on Crenshaw’s concepts as well as Collins and Bilge but note that intersectionality has a long history grown out of the black feminist movement [20–22, 47], and more recently has shifted thinking about research in computing [35, 54, 80, 87].

Intersectionality is “on its way to becoming a critical social theory” and the diversity of its use has been a boon to its development towards social change [22]. A core tenet of intersectionality is the critical importance of thinking about power in relationship to multiple, interconnected social coordinates and vulnerabilities. One foundational insight of intersectionality is that identities and/or “conditions of social and political life” are “not shaped by any one factor” [23], that they build on one another, and that to understand the connections requires an examination of identities in relation to power over time [25].

Crenshaw introduced the concept of structural intersectionality to show how policies overlook the multidimensionality of experience [26]. She uses the example of a battered women’s shelter where policies assume a certain narrative about newcomers which effectively ignore other dimensions of experience (structural discrimination in US laws, poverty, conditions of immigration, etc.) and systematically exclude people from entering based on a narrow definition of threat. Her account exposes the vast chasm that can exist between what we imagine people’s obstacles to be and the reality on the ground. We will demonstrate how librarians are similarly concerned about the importance safeguarding multiple dimensions of identity and experience. For example, librarians might perceive that a patron who is a minor in the care of adult guardians, and also a member of the LGBTQ community, could find themselves subject to surveillance. Librarians describe privacy protections needed to protect patrons against oppressive power relationships and structural disadvantages that entangle them.

What we aim to do by introducing the term “intersectional thinking” is to suspend our conceptions of normative privacy as a framework for analysis and consider instead what people actually do when they think intersectionally about the management of privacy...
we find are predicated on intersectionality as a way of thinking. But, again, while she most notably focused on black women in her seminal essay, she also looked at immigrant women of color who survive abuse and the complex layers of discrimination (e.g., lack of access to information, culture and language barriers, discriminatory US laws) to account for the ways in which they are prevented from getting help [26]. In recent discussions Crenshaw and collaborators further examined how intersectionality moves and grows in new domains to address new constituencies [19].

Collins and Bilge (among others) articulate how intersectionality grapples with dynamic complexities of race, class, gender, and systems of normative and discriminatory power in the context of social and political conditions [23]. The interdependence of coalitions to social inequality, power, culture, etc. allows Collins and Bilge to explore how intersectionality’s critical framework can be applied to topics ranging from black Brazilian feminism to football players in the World Cup. Intersectionality is not about finding a race + class (or other) equation that operates with analytical precision; it’s about taking a critical lens to interlocking oppressions operating in an environment that is loaded with complexities (so they sometimes operate in lock-step and sometimes in less coherent ways) and, yes, our own (in-group) biases about how things operate. In this way, Bilge and Collins usefully highlight the way intersectionality is about the dynamics of identity and power in a given context.

In her book, *Intersectionality as Critical Social Theory*, Collins asks, “What exactly is an intersectional way of thinking” [22]. She goes on to say that, a critical key to this question is found in reflections by Crenshaw (who “coined” the term) about its use as a metaphor. According to Collins, Crenshaw’s metaphor was “recognizable to many people because it invoked the tangible, spatial relations of everyday life.” The librarians we interviewed are thinking about the intersectional dimensions of their patrons’ lives. They see their patrons, they enter records, and they decide who they share information with on a case-by-case basis. These information practices do inform their guidance and decision-making around technology use. But what we found most interesting and useful for HCI and PETs researchers was the holistic and integrative way in which they consider patrons’ privacy.

As we analyzed our data, we found intersectionality to be an important analytical lens for this inquiry because not only do librarians seem to have a perspective on relationships that link identity, lived experience and power, they are in a clear position to mediate them. They also, critically, understand the importance of how information can enact oppression. We follow Crenshaw’s lead in using intersectionality to promote equity by considering its use as a mechanism for privacy-related thinking, policy work and change [27]. Although intersectionality emerges from an intellectual tradition, it is, perhaps just as critically, an intuitive framework for librarians conditioned on their experience. In this paper, we focus attention on real-life privacy protective practices and actions that we find are predicated on intersectionality as a way of thinking.

### 4 RESEARCH DESIGN

Because we wanted to gather data about how librarians think about privacy, and how they understand the threats faced by their patrons, we adopted a phenomenological approach to research that focuses on understanding their first-hand experiences. As described in detail below, we conducted interviews as our data collection method and used thematic analysis to analyze the data.

#### 4.1 Interview Participants

**4.1.1 Recruitment.** To recruit participants, we sent email messages to library staff from local institutions in the spring of 2019 to invite them to participate in a 30-90-minute interview. We started by recruiting from low- and high-resource institutions to get a balanced perspective. We also, at times, used “snowball sampling” [74], which resulted in recommendations of participants at that same institution. We generally followed up with people who were said to offer another perspective or a have more experience.

As the analysis progressed, we used a purposeful, theoretical approach to sampling in order to address emerging questions and account for gaps in the library contexts represented by our participants [40]. After developing a sense of privacy concerns with low-resource public libraries in economically challenged neighborhoods, we sought out participants from well-resourced library systems.

Participants were given $25 in cash or an Amazon gift card as a thank-you.

**4.1.2 Sample.** Ultimately, we spoke with 16 librarians from 11 different institutions on the East Coast of the United States: 11 participants from 7 public libraries; 4 participants from 3 university libraries, and 1 participant from a government library.

The librarians with whom we spoke represent a wide range of demographics, from medium to large institutions serving students and diverse communities. We recruited from low and high resource institutions to get a balanced perspective. While our sample includes some participants who belong to a network of librarians promoting privacy issues, we purposely sought out five individuals from outside that network, notably finding no discernible differences in their sensitivity to privacy issues. We suspect, however, that there is more variability than what we were in a position to observe with respect to institution type and demographics, as well as, relatedly, funding and resources (e.g., who provides for internet resources).

Since all but 2 of our 16 participants identified themselves as librarians (those exceptions include one library staff member and one pursuing a master’s degree in Library and Information Science), we refer to the participants as librarians in reporting our results.

**4.1.3 Ethical considerations.** Our study was approved by our Institutional Review Board and we applied additional ethical considerations in our approach to preserving confidentiality for our participants. Because interview participants spoke about security issues and sometimes asked to make sure they were kept anonymous, we ensured confidentiality for participants and the organizations they represented. We took pains to ensure that our records and transcripts were as anonymous as possible. All demographic information, and to the extent possible, institution names, were collected on paper/off record.
Out of consideration for potential harms, we omitted details about patrons that could be recognized by them. We also do not use participant identifiers when quoting them in this paper.

The practices highlighted by library staff reflect, in some instances, their own thinking about what is right to do, as well as longstanding practices that may or may not be part of formal policy. In one instance, a librarian reflects that their practice is how they do it but not necessarily how their co-workers, who are less tolerant or more conservative in their views, might do things.

4.2 Data Collection and Analysis

4.2.1 Interview protocol. In each interview, we first asked participants to describe the services they offer, how people make use of these resources, and what information is required. We asked librarians about how they support patrons’ privacy needs and about concerns patrons might have about their privacy, but never asked about patrons’ identities. (See Appendix A for the interview protocol.) In their responses, librarians characterized the kinds of privacy they provide based on the identities and life experiences of their patrons—based on race, history of abuse, sexual or gender identity, and housing status. Borrowing from the privacy and security literature’s use of threat models [53], the second part of the interview focused on perceptions of threats by asking participants to describe activities that cause problems for their libraries and their responses to these activities. Demographic data were collected at the end of the protocol, once the recording was off.

We interviewed participants using technologies they were comfortable with, such as phone and Skype. Participants were asked if they consented to recording before each interview. They were told that they could stop at any time. Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed with participant permission.

4.2.2 Epistemology and analysis. We take a subjective, phenomenological approach [83] to understanding perceptions of threats and their influence on privacy decisions and policy.

One researcher led analysis, and interpretations were developed through regular discussion with coauthors. We open-coded initial interviews and then flagged initial themes through coding and memo-writing. We then applied these themes to later interviews, memoing the entire time. The methodological basis for this analysis is the constant comparative method [40] in which data are iteratively collected and coded to identify concepts and in which analysis is heavily directed by the primary researcher. We ultimately used intersectionality to interpret our findings, such that our analysis did not produce new theory, rather it maps to concepts introduced by librarians to require additional support in their pursuit of access because they may have particular need for safe identity exploration (e.g., LGBTQ) or may require access to information without putting themselves at legal risk or within risk of surveillance (e.g., undocumented immigrants, minorities).

We found that librarians often say they offer privacy by concealing certain identity information in a deliberate way that ensures, for instance, that patrons leave no trace or are not identifiable by authorities; this almost always require the use of low/no-tech strategies such as not handing over records. Librarians say they are responsible for maintaining the privacy of patrons’ physical (e.g., books, printed papers) and electronic activities (e.g., web browsing) and records (e.g., library cards, sign-in). This puts librarians in a unique position to view privacy in a holistic way.

Notably, most librarians are aware of technology installed on their computers to erase patrons data. While some comment that they often have to remind patrons that software is installed on their computers to reboot and erase personal data (e.g., Deep Freeze), others, in libraries where information is not erased immediately, say they have to remind patrons to not leave their personal information and files exposed. But most importantly, librarians do not see these technologies as privacy panacea, not only because their patrons are confused about how they work (or that they work at all) but also that they perceive there are other privacy threats to patrons pursuit of information and use of their services—threats

5 FINDINGS

Privacy is closely associated by librarians with the needs, vulnerabilities, and structural challenges of certain socio-economically disadvantaged groups who are also LGBTQ, underprivileged youth, minorities, immigrants, and older adults, all of whom are thought by librarians to warrant special privacy safeguards to protect them from abuse or harassment and encourage participation in library services.

Librarians worry a great deal about producing as little information as possible about patrons to lower barriers in several key ways: not requiring a residence (e.g., for houseless individuals); giving youth (particularly minorities and LGBTQ) penalty-free access without a parent guarantor; giving LGBTQ freedom to explore sexual identity unhindered or not be “retraumatized” at check out if their ID does not match their gender; protecting undocumented and minorities from security, local, state, and national authorities; and avoiding “policing” minority patrons.

Throughout our findings, we focus on librarians’ understanding of patrons’ concerns (the nature of which is intersectional) rather than the specific struggles or intersectionality of patrons’ identities. People who are members of the above-named groups are perceived by librarians to require additional support in their pursuit of access because they may have particular need for safe identity exploration (e.g., LGBTQ) or may require access to information without putting themselves at legal risk or within risk of surveillance (e.g., undocumented immigrants, minorities).

We also revealed tensions that arose in terms of their patron’s values and institutional and associated structural challenges. These observations became central features of our analysis and informed the development of our central findings related to intersectional thinking. Although we call out when we are referring to “some” or “a few” or “one” participant, our method yielded an integrated explanation of librarians’ practices, not a quantitative analysis.
which they feel obligated (and more or less equipped) to offer and do so using low/no-tech, human-computer strategies. In our findings, we first describe librarians use of privacy technology and their threat models, which mostly compel them to take up low/no-tech solutions. We then define anonymity’s limited role. We originally set out to understand how librarians protect patrons’ anonymity, particularly by incorporating anonymity-preserving tools into their privacy protocols, but we found that anonymity tools themselves have only limited utility within the library context. A customized and selective approach to anonymity that varies from person to person and considers the diverse forms of oppression they may be subject to (or “intersectional thinking”) seems to be librarians favored approach to protect their patrons from harm.

Next, we describe what an “intersectional way of thinking” [22] is and how it influences the type of privacy librarians provide. In many instances, we find that librarians understand providing privacy as a way to restore agency or protect people from discrimination and they do this by considering their identity and the oppressions they may experience outside their walls. Then, we discuss how librarians safeguard vulnerable patronage with intersectional privacy practice, which is related to both protecting personal information (e.g., from authorities, parents, teachers, etc.) and lowering barriers (e.g., fine forgiveness, requiring less identity information, creating an environment where people don’t feel policed). These low/no-tech strategies results in informal privacy protection policies. We follow this with an in depth discussion of the types of vulnerable users librarians worry about most and the specific privacy strategies they use. Finally, we discuss the ways in which institutional structures and community norm violations can put stress on intersectional thinking.

5.1 Privacy Technology and Threat Models

While librarians were aware of that there is software installed on library computers that erases patrons data, either after each use or at the end of the day, they were often not familiar with what it does, or not convinced that it was effective. But as we will discuss in subsequent sections, librarians primarily described concerns about threats from outside the library. When they described protecting individuals from those threats, it was often not readily associated with technologies; for example, not wanting to identify an individual who caused a disturbance by keeping any record of their behavior. Notably, librarians described taking care to enforce rules that protect the most vulnerable among their patrons while not harming others. They described a desire for libraries to be a “safe space” free from fear of surveillance, technological or otherwise. As we will describe in subsequent sections, librarians’ threat models incorporate structural oppression and complex issues of power and discrimination.

5.2 Anonymity’s Limited Role in the Stacks and Online

We included questions about anonymity in our interview protocol because it is historically a central theme in librarians’ role as privacy stewards. Anonymity, either in the stacks or on the internet, was seen as benefiting primarily activists, whistle blowers, and journalists—an often more privileged group of people whose interests might be perceived as having potential to cause harm to themselves or others, not individuals whose very identity produces vulnerabilities and whose information-seeking in the service of existential needs may put them at risk of unwelcome attention. Despite the assumption that activity, more than status, creates the need for anonymity, participants universally feel anonymity is important for all users in order to access library resources, even if their library doesn’t necessarily provide it. This was an area where many typically felt unable to effect change or didn’t want to expend “capital,” even while reporting all the ways in which they daily author and enact their own policy with regard to vulnerable patrons.

5.2.1 Anonymous access through Tor. We asked librarians about Tor, thinking that the library might either be hosting entry and relay nodes or have the Tor browser installed on computers. Neither was the case. Tor is an anonymity network that allows users to browse the web without revealing their IP address. All that a service provider, or anyone looking, can see is the fact that Tor IP are being used. Those who want to support the network can operate what we call entry and relay nodes that are used by the network to connect to online services and thus hide Tor users’ original IP. This is a project that has been taken up by some libraries [4] but none that we spoke with.

Because most librarians we interviewed have some familiarity with services like Tor, or even personal use experience, we examined participants views on Tor to frame their thinking about anonymity and privacy. Librarians did consider that vulnerable populations, including those who have experienced being houseless and immigrants, might benefit from using a Tor browser. Yet, even while the librarians we interviewed believe having a Tor browser would be useful in their libraries, many doubt it would ever pass IT hurdles due to negative “dark web” connotations or technology deficits in their library network.

5.3 Intersectional Thinking

Librarians offer a form of selective and deeply thoughtful anonymity, or what we refer to as “intersectional thinking” about privacy practice. Building on Crenshaw’s structural intersectionality, we define intersectional thinking as the deliberate (and almost entirely low/no-tech) concealment of certain identifying information for vulnerable populations in ways that are adapted to the structures of inequalities, mainly existing outside institutional walls. It is, perhaps, an inverted conception of contextual integrity—the idea that privacy relates to contextual norms or collective expectations of information flow [72]. Indeed, past research indicates that for marginalized individuals, in particular, privacy might be better achieved for those who employ much less technical strategies or abstinence [78, 90]. Librarians are worried about the relationships their patrons have
with police, parents, and schools which might make them vulnerable, leading librarians to conceal identity or adopt certain practices, not all of which deal with privacy in obvious ways (e.g., ignoring library card usage to avoid penalties). This is a departure from normative analytical frameworks that tend to look at the world through the lens of shared values with little sensitivity to structural inequalities.

Intersectional thinking was a useful lens because librarians take into account different kinds of threat vectors, sometimes digital or electronic and sometimes physical, but do not necessarily aim to make distinctions. Their approach is more holistic. Adopting their perspective, we similarly discuss the privacy protections librarians offer largely without partitioning the digital/electronic from the physical, or from the underlying structures of oppression.

Librarians often display sensitivity to the needs of vulnerable populations based on their closer sight line, but as a general rule, have little in the way of formal policy to support or guide them in extending protection to those populations. As a result, librarians find themselves bending or interpreting rules to accomplish their objectives, as we will discuss more in the next section. By contrast, specific inquiries about “anonymity” or Tor, although believed to be important to offer, often elicit abstract notions of privacy and threats that are perceived to largely affect privileged users (e.g., whistleblowers) who have concerns based on the information they seek.

The remainder of our findings focus on how librarians employ intersectional thinking to provide a type of unique and customized privacy for their vulnerable patrons. These approaches often employ low/no-tech strategies, such as not requiring or handing over information about patrons.

5.4 Intersectional Thinking Practice, Threats, and Safeguards

The challenges faced by the vulnerable patrons about whom librarians are most concerned (discussed in the next section) often come from without (e.g., police, government, parents, more opaque threats having to do with safety) and sometimes, though less often, from within (e.g., their own internet habits, other library staff who lack sensitivity or training as well as the systems they use to house resources).

Virtually all of these challenges are addressed by concealing identity knowledge in some form, which sometimes means bending rules or creating them where there are none. In order to provide this kind of privacy, library staff exhibit what is sometimes a profound awareness of, and sensitivity to, the experiences and structural inequalities that make this identity knowledge more harmful. In effect, they are thinking about how power behaves in relationship to identity information.

Many librarians we interviewed perceive the structures and bureaucracies that surround them to be insufficiently sensitive to the needs of the patrons they serve, and when formulating privacy precepts, are often reacting to structural racism (e.g., policing and housing situations that thwart access).

5.4.1 Low/no-Tech strategies related to intersectional thinking. Librarians are also concerned about barriers to library resource access among vulnerable groups, often leading them to provide more deliberate low/no-tech privacy, depending on the circumstances, for instance: requiring less identifying information when houseless or LGBTQ patrons sign up for a card; letting identification requirements slide for underprivileged children and parents who want to benefit from penalty forgiveness or just take out more books; not calling or giving information to police about infractions or medical emergencies, in or outside the library; not giving information to parents or schools about what children are reading or when they are in the library to provide intellectual freedom and access to self-discovery and to avoid abusive or hostile situations at home; moving security away from the entrance so that patrons who come from neighborhoods where they are heavily policed are not intimidated; and waiving late fees for patrons whose means are thought to be limited. We elaborate on these improvised low/no-tech strategies in the next section.

Some of these strategies are part of a broader set of accommodations that do not necessarily relate to privacy per se, but which nevertheless align with a view that vulnerable communities should be protected. These accommodations are explicitly connected with perceived structural discrimination, and with situations in which librarians often find themselves having no policy or even an informal playbook to support their decisions.

5.5 Vulnerable Populations that Librarians Worry about as Part of Intersectional Thinking & Improvised Low/No-tech Strategies Used

When the librarians we interviewed talk about privacy, it is often with a vulnerable identity in mind, of a sort that relates to structures of inequality. When asked about patron privacy, it was common for librarians to bring up the experiences of patrons with certain identities (e.g., minority youth, LGBTQ, older adults, houseless, immigrants, moms with financial burdens).

To be clear, librarians did not have access to information about patrons’ race, self-identified sexual or gender identity, abuse, or housing status. Librarians nevertheless felt they were able to observe or learn about some of these characteristics through interaction with, and getting to know patrons, and this knowledge made them more vigilant about providing tailored privacy to protect those that they suspect might be at risk for privacy violations—e.g., by authorities, parents, spouses, etc.

Out of worry for the privacy of vulnerable patrons in particular, public libraries require as little identifying information as possible to ensure that parents, governments, and authorities are unable to get access to that information. Librarians say that the focus of their concern are minority populations—namely people of color and LGBTQ:

“Yeah, I’m focused mostly on minority populations. Whether it’s people of color or LGBTQ... Those are the main people that I want to make sure that their information is not breached, not disseminated without their permission...”

This librarian goes on to point out that they worry about a range of issues for these individuals from someone finding out about what
they read to them not feeling welcome in their library because of
their identity, which because of their relationship with police and
authorities might leave them feeling unsafe:

“If you’re LGBTQ, you don’t want people to know that
you’re reading it necessarily. Or, if you’re a person of
color you may always feel like you’re in a position
of vulnerability. We want to make you feel welcome
at our library, so we want them to know that we’re
doing everything in our power to make sure that they
feel safe and secure in our facilities.”

Along those lines, some participants point out that they don’t
confront parents using their children’s cards because they don’t
want to “police” or “hamper” adults in any way that might make
them feel unwelcome out of similar concerns for societal oppres-
sions.

“You know, it’s not going to kill anybody to come in
here and use the internet. ... So I don’t need to check
to see if you’re using your child’s card.”

Because Librarians are hesitant to “police” use of cards, out of
concern for privacy and structural issues of oppression outside their
walls, they say they have adopted a way of dealing with people not
wanting to use cards or using other people’s cards on a “case-by-
case” basis:

“[I]t ends up being very case-by-case . . . I mean, you
can argue for or against that. But just even really
simple things, like people wanting to check out books
without having their library card. So, then you have
to decide whether to give them access to the account
without that sort of proof. And in most cases, you do
that.”

Librarians we spoke with say that, additionally, they may also
opt to reduce information requirements to secure a library card
in the service of protecting access for the underprivileged, who
face structural barriers. For instance, this might apply to patrons
who may not have the required information (such as a permanent
residence) or who may be challenged to afford fees. Librarians’
enforcement of privacy protections may sometimes speak more to
their intersectional thinking about a range of policies that could
limit patrons’ access than a specific commitment to privacy; they are
worried about any barriers to providing a safe space for information
and discovery.

To that end, residency information can be a barrier for both
citizen and non-citizens, given the kinds of identification that the
library systems may formally require. Several librarians note that
people who are houseless can get access to the library using their
shelter address, while another librarian laments that people without
state issued ID (mostly houseless and non-citizens) can’t use the
library. As one librarian remarks, these are the patrons who need it
the most and so they bend the rules:

“In general, I’ll take an EBT card which is not officially
sanctioned, but I mean, come on. Especially when
you’re dealing with patrons who are experiencing
homelessness. ...they’re exactly the people who need
our resources the most.”

Librarians’ enforcement of privacy protections may sometimes
be coincidental and speak more to their intersectional approach
to policy than commitment to privacy. But for them it’s part of
the same way of thinking and that is important. As this librarians
points out, the people who need library resources the most are
those that do not have identification. At the same time, it’s clear
that privacy and lower barriers are inextricably intertwined.

5.5.1 Special case of minors. Children are a special case of vulnera-
ble individuals, in part because librarians say they worry about how
young age intersects with so many other experiences of adversity.
These may include socio-economic disadvantage and an associated
lack of after-school options, an abusive home environment, and
LGBTQ status. Sensitivity to the needs of disadvantaged and stig-
matized minors and concern about potential lack of access explain
why libraries offer penalty-free cards and allow for access without
a guardian (i.e., to give them privacy from guardians). Some offer
special programs that allow students to access books with just a
lunch number, which “give[s] the students who go to school a quick
way of picking out books without having to have a library card.”
That is, they understand how different domains of power might
place burdens on children.

One way in which libraries extend protection to vulnerable mi-

nors is by not requiring parental guarantors on cards. As one
librarian noted, this latitude gives youth the freedom to explore
sexual orientation without judgement:

“And, I’m thinking mostly like, LGBTQ people, in that
range and things kind of in that vein. Where they
may not come from a supportive household, they may
be struggling with their sexual orientation but they
know they can’t go to their parents for it. So, I’d really
want them to come to our library and be able to get
the information they need to make the decisions that
are best for them. So, that’s one reason why I don’t
want the guarantors.”

The same librarian stresses that self-checkouts allow LGBTQ
peers to explore/access the stacks freely and stresses trying to main-
tain all aspects of patron’s privacy, “the physical and the digital”:

“I also like to stress that we have self-checkouts. So,
if you are uncomfortable with the books that you’re
checking out, whether you’re a teen looking at some-
thing about eating disorders, you’re a member of the
LGBT community, you don’t want really people to
see that you’re reading this . . . I like to balance the
physical and the digital privacy to make sure the pa-
trons know that we’re trying to respect it in every
avenue possible.”

Preventing parents from finding out what their children are
reading or not giving any information to parents or schools when
they call looking for a child is seen as as a way of protecting them
from family situations that could be detrimental to self-discovery or
even abuse. Understanding of how one could be linked to the other
(sexual orientation, culture, abuse) and who is a threat is again
why this intersectional lens is so helpful. Also critical is the idea of
creating a “safe space” outside of power structures for young adults.
The result is policies already mentioned, ranging from offering
minors their own card, ensuring privacy of what they take out when parents do sign off on cards, and ensuring that parents and school to not have access to their attendance while at the library. Several librarians spoke about not letting parents or schools know about the whereabouts of minors in their library:

“[If] a parent or a teacher called to see if the teen was there, we generally don’t give the phone...because it could be a vulnerable situation and we don’t want to put anyone in an uncomfortable position or a dangerous position... I mean, I think in extreme cases I would worry that...if a teen lived in a home where they don’t feel safe, and they’re using the library because it feels like a safe space, then that would be a break in trust and maybe by keeping this a safe space, we can help them out a little bit. So...if someone knows that their teen is at the library, maybe it’s not a great home situation, that might put the teen in danger.”

According to this same librarian, ensuring the library is a “safe space” means not giving out information.

Another librarian worries about kids who pick up books being abused by their parents and so wants to make sure they provide privacy from parents about what their children are reading:

“I would say a child maybe who picked up a book on dealing with abuse. I wouldn’t want to give that information to their parents who might be an abuser.”

Then there is the issue of protecting people’s gender identity. While some states have officially adopted policies with no gender requirement was removed in their institution (if it had been) but noted that, regardless, it was not information they needed.

Because they are aware of the history of violence and surveillance by police, library staff are quick to defend and extend protections for patrons to ensure they are not unfairly targeted or traumatized in a space the library staff strives to make welcoming. As a result, librarians might try to block the police or not cooperate with them. Their protections also extend to creating buffers against family members who seek information and to supporting patrons who cannot afford to pay. All these decisions involve tradeoffs—for instance, by creating a more permissive environment in which quiet and order are harder to maintain. This section describes those tradeoffs, as they are critical to understanding the “librarian as service provider” model.

The threats reported by librarians that necessitate consideration of tradeoffs are those that disrupt the library environment, such as noise, fighting, eating, sexual deviance, videotaping, pranks, watching porn (which can sometimes upset other nearby patrons), or harassing library staff through chat. Some of these infractions can have serious repercussions for violators since libraries may have policies, either written or informal, that temporarily ban patrons from accessing library resources.

For librarians, intersectional thinking involves lowering barriers—similar perhaps to an open source service provider model[33]—and interpreting and bending policy in ways that take into account challenges faced by users that often originate outside the library. For instance, the librarian who imagines that aggressive physical behaviors are meant as a spectacle to counter physical threats by others and resists intervening unless absolutely necessary. Or the librarian whose boss believes that security guards will be perceived as threatening and thus situates them so that they are not visible to create a more inviting environment. By creating privacy from seeming authority figures, from whom patrons fear discrimination, or worse, librarians hoped to mitigate any chilling effects.

Librarians felt that providing privacy was a means of restoring agency or protecting their patrons from the outside world in which they may not feel as free to seek out information but that can sometimes conflict with the autonomy and sense of privacy of those within their walls.

For example, in the discussion about security guards, the librarian whose boss limits their presence said that while security is there to enforce noise policies, that presence can seem intrusive and intimidating to patrons who experience harassment by police in their neighborhoods. This librarian recognizes that guards can, both help create a safe and welcoming space, while simultaneously create an intimidating and unsafe space for people who were subject to surveillance and over-policing:

“...that’s something that, I think we’ve been struggling with, because some students want quiet space. Some students want to socialize, and it’s hard to, like, maintain both of those atmospheres and have everyone be happy. And, like I mentioned earlier, like, my chief librarian was, you know, aware that the security guard can intimidate young students, particularly, people who have, like who come from communities where they’re getting harassed by police. So, she didn’t want the, like, security guard to be front...
and center, because it might make the library seem unwelcoming.

In this case, intersectional thinking about the oppressions (profiling by police, discrimination, etc.) faced by complex identities prompt librarians to lower barriers for those seeking to participate.

In general, librarians are very reluctant to get police involved given the relationship between vulnerable populations and law enforcement and describe situations in which they have not given records to police:

"I don’t want to be introducing police into [this] space ... when you’re dealing with institutional racism ... you know, you definitely don’t want to bring the police in."

For this librarian, recognition of institutional racism and its impact on patrons’ ability to seek out information in a safe space means not allowing the police into the library.

Police are perceived to be a hostile force and even if confronted with physical violence among patrons, librarians try to avoid involving them to resolve disputes. Again, intersectional awareness of police as a source of surveillance for their most vulnerable patrons leads librarians to provide alternative strategies like resolving disputes themselves, or even, in some cases, blocking people from the library without involving authorities. In every case, they avoid turning over records to police—even if the library might maintain them. That said, librarians sometimes reported that although keeping the police away was consistent with their values, they had no training for these types of situations:

“My favorite is one time they came in and the guy had a Blue Lives Matter shirt on and it’s just like, ‘Jesus man, know your audience.’ How do you deescalate that situation? And again, right, going back to the library school thing, no one ever used the word deescalate once in all of my library school classes. But I would say about half of my day is spent just deescalating.”

Despite what this librarian says about police being insensitive, they also pointed out that police generally know to stay away.

Tensions can also arise when trying to protect patrons from privacy violations from school or family. Libraries offer penalty-free (i.e., no late fees) access to minors without parent guardians or guarantors (e.g., their school) to lower barriers, particularly for minority and low-income youth. However, well-intended accommodations can create challenges. Open access to minors means that there is no way to contact responsible adults for issues ranging from needed supervision to disciplinary action to nurturance and care. Librarians understand that collecting (and using) information about parents or guardians may conflict with their professional obligation to maximize access for minors, but they also worry that without some recourse to parents, they cannot fulfill other obligations, both to young patrons and to the community. For example, when minors act out and librarians are not able to contact parents because they don’t have email or phone numbers, the result can be banning from the library. In this case, the cost of well-intended privacy protections can be high.

... I’ve never worked for a library before that did require a minor’s card to have a responsible parent or caregiver’s contact information linked to it. If we ever have an issue arise with kids, if I am not able to access their account and get that phone number or email, it can be really hard to contact somebody that can be able to help me … I look up the address and there’s no information linking to a parent or guardian. So that can be a little frustrating.

Another example of tensions is expressed by an employee of a university that services a lot of minority and English as a Second Language (ESL) students. This librarian worries about some of the vendors’ connections with US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and, in related conversation, about how easy it might be for Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to get access to the records of immigrant students, adding that it’s hard for them to say with regard to intellectual freedom whether JSTOR3 is any safer than Google. This librarian worries about the analytics stored by universities and companies like JSTOR, particularly if they were to get in the hands of DHS.

“Like, it’s hard for me to even say that, library resources, particularly, like, electronic resources, are like, ‘safer to use,’ than Google in terms of, like, data collection and stuff like that. Because, they collect just as much. Some of those companies collect just as much information about, like, your behavior as Google does. ... Like, if [DHS] were to get student records about who is undocumented, that would be an easy way for DHS to harass, and like, intimidate, and potentially, like, harm the students. So, that’s something I think about.”

This librarian describes how they had recently researched connections between the services they use to grant patrons access to online databases and organizations like ICE. This notion of the risk posed by surveillance to vulnerable patrons is something that librarians are both cognizant of, and also worried about.

6 DISCUSSION

To lower barriers for vulnerable communities, librarians seek less information about patrons and/or attempt to tightly manage and tailor information flows in extemporaneous ways in order to offset vulnerabilities experienced by individuals at elevated risk relative to the community overall. Insofar as this strategy seeks to customize privacy protection rather than honor group norms and averages, it runs counter to an approach that prioritizes a contextual integrity framework [72]. The privacy protections that librarians aim to provide are attentive to the idea that social division and heterogeneity can make a “one-size-fits-all” policy suboptimal for the individual, even if suitably efficient for the community as a whole. This may explain why so few librarians acknowledge having a formal privacy policy per se, even while advancing shared beliefs that appear to reflect privacy sensitivities—for instance, their self-designated youth advocacy role, which sometimes puts them at odds with parents

3A digital library, JSTOR is short for Journal Storage.
We went into this study believing that anonymity technologies work for interpreting our results. Librarians are intersectional in when police are called. We were also wary of enforcing behavioral rules to avoid escalating situations to the point where authorities might become involved. In other words, intersectional thinking did not appear connected to anonymity seeking as a form of privacy protection. Librarians accepted the idea that economic models and power structures limit their ability to provide anonymity either on the web or even sometimes in the stacks or on printers. Shoshana Zuboff has characterized the ways in which privacy is defined under capitalism as surveillance capitalism [98]. Scholars have argued that this pervasive vulnerability to monitoring necessitates explicit regulation rather than trusting shared social norms or collective notions of privacy to protect us [38, 45].

6.2 Intersectional Strategies Based on Different Types of Vulnerabilities

For the librarians we interviewed, different types of vulnerability map to different types of privacy strategies—and almost always those strategies are low or non-technical. For example, librarians who were concerned about communities being over-policed and having hostile relationships with law enforcement were more lenient about disruptive or seemingly threatening behaviors. They were also wary of enforcing behavioral rules to avoid escalating situations to the point where authorities might become involved or some patrons might be alienated, even while acknowledging the dilemma that other patrons might be troubled by lack of order. Others with the same worries might situate security personnel in the back of the library, or maintain strict policies about anonymity when police are called. Librarians’ perspective-taking on behalf of patrons also extended to children and family relationships. Other examples include, withholding permission from parents to share cards, or failing to disclose the presence of children when schools or parents call looking for them. In each case, librarians are acting around, or outside of contextual norms in order to create a secure environment for children in accordance with their own judgment of what might constitute safety or security.

6.3 Intersectional Thinking: Broad Implications for Design and Research

Because many of the librarians we spoke with consider reality on the ground (structures of discrimination that define and shape the experiences of those most vulnerable), we found intersectional thinking (or intersectional privacy practice) to be a useful framework for interpreting our results. Librarians are intersectional in their perspective-taking, imagining the structural inequalities that exist outside their walls, which causes them to interpret and bend policies or rules (if they exist) to support privacy for library users in a way that online communities may not.

The idea that library staff are intersectional in their thinking relates to their ability to imagine the unique challenges faced by patrons because of their identities and their relationship to structures of oppression. An example of this would be consideration for the immigrant patrons who are from neighborhoods that are highly surveilled. In this case, nationality, socio-economic, and structural inequality associated with targeted policing leads library staff to conclude that having guards front and center could be threatening—that is, guards who are there to surveil and police, and thus strip patrons of their privacy. This is a kind of intersectional perspective-taking applied to privacy. Another illustrative finding comes from an insight by a librarian that patrons sometimes need to seem threatening to protect themselves, a pattern that creates discomfort or psychological vulnerability for other patrons. Library staff are, in effect, left with the challenge of trying to accommodate the need for safety by extending permissions for certain non-normative behavior while still creating an environment that feels safe for all.

This intersectional mindset allows librarians to be "privacy intermediaries" in interesting and surprising ways and this maps to their role as being first and foremost gatekeepers to information and knowledge resources. Importantly, librarians tend to profile their patrons according to these vulnerable identities and connect them with informal policies around requiring less information or erasing data in pursuit of knowledge. Thus, there is something potentially to be learned from librarians’ role as privacy intermediary. Focusing on vulnerable identities (and provisions of intersectional privacy practice) is important not only because it focuses our attention on the most susceptible and on those who stand to lose the most, but also because our normative frameworks are not equipped to render them.

Echoing research of scholars in this field, librarians do sometimes lament that patrons have misconceptions about managing their privacy settings [43] and about their visibility [3], and that privacy concerns are a weak predictor of actual behavior [7, 8, 52]. Yet research, particularly on youth, suggests a different interpretation, presenting users as knowledgeable about the risks associated with online media and surveillance but helpless to do anything about it—precisely because they are all too familiar with the consequences of offline surveillance [62]. Pitean et al. find that marginalized social and economic positions amplify risks online and contribute to avoidance of social media and self-censorship [78]. Thus while privacy paradox phenomena is increasingly being debunked or replaced with resignation [28, 84], marginalized individuals have not had the luxury of resignation. Rather, they might have, as literature suggests, to learn to avoid certain technology or behaviors altogether.

One implication is that privacy intermediaries may be essential for those who feel helpless, and for whom the consequences are dramatically different, particularly in environments where these attitudes are informed by the realities of offline surveillance. In the

---

4We use the term ‘privacy intermediary’ to describe librarians’ improvised role as intersectional privacy stewards and mediators between their patrons and various institutional and personal forces that threaten them. But we believe this role could be extended to other service providers. We elaborate on this role in Section 6.5.
next sections we talk about the implications of privacy intermediaries for the larger privacy technology and computing community.

6.4 Use of Low/No-Tech Strategies

For vulnerable individuals, the experience of privacy threat (in the form of surveillance risk) is more pronounced—both in frequency and magnitude. That puts them at elevated risk of digital privacy invasion and leads them (or librarians) to be more attuned to privacy risks and incursions, and, as we demonstrate, this leads to different kinds of tactics. Marginalized communities (and those that support them, like the librarians we studied) can thus be instructive in their use of low or non-technical solutions and abstinence.

Librarians spoke of the threats that affected their communities. And these threats led them to advocate for low/no-tech approaches. While in many cases, the threats themselves seemed low/no-tech (e.g., parents calling looking for their kids or police looking for names of patrons), it’s possible that librarians may have offered non-tech strategies in the face of more technical attacks. For instance, if librarians feared their patrons were being tracked on their phones by parents, they might have advocated not using a phone at the library (or going to it). Of course, librarians did not bring this up and/or seemed only to be aware of parents attempting to surveil their children by calling up the library and through their library card. But while librarians did not offer more technical strategies, they never lamented not having them.

For the moment, there is little technical solution for surveillance by police or others—for being tracked or profiled with a phone or apps by geolocation or internet searches (e.g., [14]) which librarians do worry about, but can do little to affect. Of course, anonymous browsing may become a more frequently considered solution for librarians seeking to shield patrons from surveillance and future research might (re)explore how it is being used.

While marginalized populations (and, in this case, librarians) have been addressing threats to their digital privacy (e.g., predictive policing, surveillance, and exploitation) enabled through government policies (or lack thereof) with low/no-tech solutions and abstinence (non-technical), privacy scholars have been focused on technical solutions, overlooking the way in which these technical solutions are particularly untenable for marginalized and vulnerable individuals.

6.5 Privacy Intermediaries: Service Provider Models and Implications for PETs

For librarians and libraries, our findings raise some interesting design issues around questions of “privacy” from whom and privacy for what? Librarians view providing privacy is a means of gaining back agency or protecting people from discrimination. Critical black scholars have argued that surveillance technologies perform oppression [11, 16]. As privacy intermediaries, librarians seem well aware of the risks and are also willing to consider how these infrastructures are part of the library apparatus, while also acknowledging that they represent a problem to be solved. What this may mean for PET designs is the empowerment of librarians to play a service provider role, with explicit latitude to modify or adapt the rules and negotiate access on patron’s own terms and thus lower barriers and provide safe histories of participation [33]. Examples might include, not requiring unique identifiers (librarians are often managing the risk of forgoing them today) and negotiating normative violations inside the library based on a situationally sensitive approach that takes account of norm-based threats outside their walls. Importantly, tensions do arise from librarians taking these stances, which often put them in opposition to powerful policies and institutions. This needs to be taken into account when considering this model. That said, we believe this model could extend to other contexts where service providers provide access to privacy vulnerable groups as defined in McDonald and Forte [68].

Librarians’ role as privacy intermediaries means that they think about information flows on behalf of their patrons and beyond their immediate sphere. They navigate the world beyond their walls and imagine the realities of individuals in a context not shared. Librarians serve as the intermediary between their realm and the institutions and actors outside. For instance, third-party services offer the ability for library users to seek information beyond the library walls, but produce vulnerabilities. Third-parties may not consider that they are organizations from which library users need protection. Librarians do. Librarians imagine that they, as well as relatives and loved ones (not just governments and police) are potential threats to their patrons and this makes them more nimble and creative when it comes to privacy—at times standing in for what is not available to enhance privacy. Researchers and designers of PETs can follow the example of librarians by including ourselves as potential adversaries and considering vulnerabilities in our threat models, our personas, and part of every design phase. We should consider the vulnerabilities of users as resulting from communities and structural inequalities, and not just other users.

In their role as privacy intermediary, librarians leverage intersectional thinking to take into account a multiplicity of experiences and a matrix of structural oppression3, and construct privacy enhancing configurations of which PETs scholars should take note. In reflecting on “privacy as practice,” Gürses argues that PETs should help users to understand “what data exists about them ... how it travels and how it is used, and to comprehend ways of improving privacy practices in the future” [45]. We argue that this burden is already being shouldered by librarians as service providers who are in a position to negotiate terms on behalf of the user—often within a gray area of institutional guidelines—and that their interpretation of information flows includes consideration of structural inequalities. We wonder if this model could be expanded to PET designs for internet collectives and other social institutions whose sight line into local challenges and structural inequality puts them in a similar position to advocate on the side of “users.” This is a new concept of a service provider role—breaking with the traditional paradigms that, even in
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3Patricia Collins puts forth the notion of the “matrix of domination” or intersecting vectors of power to describe the way in which different groups, with different encounters with discipline and power and privilege, have only partial perspectives [22]. The four tenants of Collins’ matrix of domination are domains of power in each realm: interpersonal (how people’s actions shape power relations), disciplinary (which rules apply, to whom, and when; e.g., bureaucratic organizations perform routine surveillance for the sake of efficiency), hegemonic or cultural (conditions under which power takes hold) and structural (how powerful institutions are organized, e.g., laws, policies, etc.)
the best scenarios, are limiting for marginalized users [69]. In a certain sense, this conception removes the question (or burden) of user adoption in that it doesn’t consider the user as consumer of PET tools (a consumer responsible for privacy control) but rather a participant whose rights and values are continually seen and heard by those in a position to advocate on behalf of them. Perhaps, then, what we are talking about is not privacy infrastructure or technologies, exactly, but a system of privacy in opposition to the exploitative and extractive systems in place.

Assuming broad applicability of these implications, a summary of implications for PETs:

- Consider the role of service provider advocates as privacy intermediaries that provide latitude to adapt privacy rules, particularly for marginalized users. Privacy intermediaries may be essential for those who feel helpless, particularly in environments where helplessness is predicated on the realities of offline surveillance.
- Consider the designer’s role as potential adversary as librarians do and the implications for tradeoffs. Librarians have heightened awareness that they may end up acting (or being compelled to act) against the interests of their users, especially more marginalized users. This is a thought process that guides the type of privacy they offer—e.g., not creating records.
- Incorporate structural inequality and marginalized individuals into persona and scenario building. Consider that marginalized individuals are increasingly the proverbial “canaries” for the risks of surveillance technologies. Could reflective toolkits be an essential part of PET designs?
- Consider systems of privacy protections that include ad hoc low/no-tech strategies rather than focusing on technology solutions.
- Expand PETs to work with internet collectives and institutions with the outcome not being tools but mechanisms for participation of marginalized individuals and their advocates, whose rights and values they represent. That is, habitually situate PETs within a system of intersectional privacy practice that resists exploitative and extractive systems.

6.6 Future Work

These findings have inspired us to consider more deeply the concept of service provider surrogacy, where librarians (and potentially other advocates) would be in a position to negotiate privacy on their patrons’ behalf. This means patrons yield some control but also gain more freedom from outside surveillance. This idea creates intimacy between local partners, while blocking outside surveillance actors and adversaries. It might even borrow from the concept of obfuscation [17] where one librarian stands in for many patrons and thus, makes activities harder to trace. Such an approach is also not without risk and requires an activist orientation.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Perhaps because librarians occupy a space in which they serve their users in both the physical and digital realm, they have insight into the social realities experienced by their patrons and the way personal identities and circumstances shape motives and needs. This perspective gives librarians a unique sight line into the risks their users face, and it fosters an empathy that helps them to apply and design privacy strategies that protect them. Intersectionality is being used in this paper as an analytical lens that we are applying to librarians as service providers, who are situated at the critical intersection of identities and power. This frame has given us the opportunity to critically inspect how we think about design and study of privacy, particularly for vulnerable groups.

Our research was conducted before the COVID pandemic, so we did not capture the turmoil or stress on library systems caused by lockdowns and increased use of virtual tools. Most libraries are open once again, so the pre-pandemic interviews are perhaps more relevant than if we had conducted them when libraries were closed.

We also see our results as increasingly relevant given recent events, including the “shadow pandemic” (increased violence against women during COVID) [29] and the outbreak of Roe v Wade both of which exacerbate challenges faced by many marginalized groups [12, 15, 29, 41]. While we can only speculate, we see our findings as potentially relevant to understanding the “safe spaces” that the library may provide for these vulnerable individuals and the kind of critical consideration of privacy threats that is characterized by intersectional thinking.

While we sampled from a variety of demographic locations, we would have liked to sample a wider range of rural areas as well, where politics and community norms, as they relate to social issues, may be quite different. In one of our interviews, we were told that politics plays a big role in shaping policy. This raises the question of how consistently local politics and community values influence the exercise of privacy protections in libraries, and to what degree library science training is a socialization process that fosters broad-based sensitivity to the unique role of libraries in their protection of patron privacy. Future work could explore these issues using quantitative methods to survey libraries nationally.

7.1 Positionality

As white women and university professors, we are aware that our lens is influenced by privilege and a lack of full understanding into the challenges of the patrons who librarians discussed.
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A. INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

A.1 General Approach to Privacy/User Data

(1) Tell me about your position at <library>. What are your responsibilities?

(2) Tell me about <library>. Describe its mission and goals.
   (a) How would you describe the communities you serve?
       (Probe: demographics, patron goals/interests)

(3) Can you give me an example/tell me the story of a time when someone was concerned about their privacy in relation to their activities at the library? Probe for other examples.

(4) What are some of the privacy challenges that your patrons/users face when trying to access your services (books, internet, etc)? Explain.

(5) Please tell me about <library’s> privacy policy. (Follow up with any questions that arose from privacy policy review)

(6) What kind of platforms or tools does <library> provide?
   (a) Tell me about <Internet platform/tool supported by library>. What’s it for?
   (b) Do you use <tool/platform>? Tell me about how/why you use it?
   (c) How do other people use <platform/tool>?

(7) When people sign up for an account:
   (a) Is an email address required? Why or why not?
   (b) Is a username required? Why or why not?
   (c) Is other user data required? Why or why not?
   (d) What kind of information is displayed about users of the library to other people as a default? Where is it displayed (e.g., records, logs, etc.)? Who has access? Where is it stored? How long is it stored? Why? Why is displaying this important for your users or library’s goals? Can the defaults be changed?

(8) Can people use <platform/tool/library> anonymously? Pseudonymously? How would users accomplish this?
   (a) How do you define anonymous?
   (b) Does this apply to patrons/users who are using the internet?

(9) Are you familiar with Tor or similar tools?
   (a) Can you explain to me what Tor is used for so that I understand how it’s being used?
   (b) Has your library adopted Tor or similar privacy tools? Why/why not?
   (c) Do users of Tor or other such tools have the same access as other users? Why or why not?
   (d) Do you think it’s important for <library> to give access to people using anonymous tools like Tor? Why or why not?

(10) How do you educate patrons about their privacy?

(a) Are their resources for them to protect their privacy? Probe: In the library? on the internet? How do they learn about those resources?

(11) Is there anything important that we haven’t talked about related to how patrons use your services?

A.2 Perceptions of Threats

(1) What are some of the things people do at <library> that can cause problems? Can you give me an example?
   (a) Why is that a problem?
   (b) If applicable: Why do you think they did that?
   (c) What was the impact to <library>?
   (d) How did you resolve <this situation>?
   (e) How is <this situation> typically dealt with?
   (f) Do you have policies in place to address <this situation>?
   (g) What about technological controls or solutions to <this situation>?
   (h) If no solutions: Have you ever discussed potential solutions?

(2) Review all the threats described and ask: Are there any other you can think of?

(3) List all threats, again:
   (a) What are the most critical to address? Why?
   (b) What do you think your library can address?
   (c) Which do you think are easiest/hardest to address? (What types of patrons have more/less challenges? Explain.
   (b) What are the most critical to address? Why?
   (c) How do you address those challenges?
   (d) Which do you think are easiest/hardest to address?

(4) How does <library> set security related policy? (Probe: Who is involved? How often do they meet?)
   (a) Can you describe a recent security policy discussion you were involved in? What happened?
   (b) How do you educate or inform patrons about these policies?
   (c) Probe: How do those different types of patrons we discussed earlier factor into these discussions, if at all?

(5) Has <library> ever been the target of a cyberattack or data theft? How do you think this has affected your approach to security?

(6) What is your current policy when government information requests are made?
   (a) Have you always had that policy?
   (b) If no: When did it change? Why?
   (c) How effective is that policy?

(7) Has your library ever received a request for National Security Letters? Could you explain the circumstance?
   (a) How did you resolve <this situation>?
   (b) What was the impact? (Probe: Changes to policy informal/formal?)
   (c) In the future, how will you address these requests? How, if at all, is that different than in the past?